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INTRODUCTION
This document is intended to supplement the GMT game Skies Above the Reich, published in 2018. The
contemporary state of wargaming demands errata be published online, but we feel it desirable to provide
more than just corrections. Games such as this are not mere games, like Sorry, or Monopoly, or The Settlers
of Catan, they blur the categorical boundary separating game from history. The consumer of this kind of
game, given the product’s complexity and claim to historical verity (the latter perhaps quixotic in the case
of Skies), deserves more. To that end, this document includes errata, clarifications, and more extensive
design notes. For those brave souls new to Skies Above the Reich, and perhaps even new to this genre of
game, we include an illustrated sample Mission. It should help the player visualize how the game is
played. We also present two variants that may be added to the game. The focus of Skies Above the Reich is
on the bomber formation, and battles with escort, and escort behavior in general, was abstracted in order
to maintain that focus. One variant unpacks that abstraction by inserting a Formation Intercept Sequence
before the start of a Mission. The player’s fighters vector to their interception with the bomber formation,
and may encounter enemy escort along the way, thus providing a more interesting and clear picture of
escort behavior. The other variant is for those experienced players who find the game too easy, especially
in 1943. It offers an Expert Level, modifying the victory conditions.

Skies Above the Reich

Errata, Sept. 9, 2018
1. Rule Book example:
p. 51 - Example with Maack indicates that the Lethal Level is increased by 1 because the Flank is
Anchored. However, the graphic shows that the Lethal Level should be increased only if the TAIL is
anchored, and thus, the Lethal Level should remain at 2.
Thanks goes to Brian Workman for catching this error on May 29, 2018 on Consim.

2. Counter Error:
One of the Rotte Advantage markers has “Attack Bonus”
printed on it. It should read “Advantage” instead. “Attack
Bonus” is a legacy term from an earlier version of the game
(and means exactly the same thing).

Attack Bonus

ROTTE

Advantage

ROTTE

3. Box Errata - Stickers:
The list of components on the back of the box indicates two sticker sheets. That is incorrect, only one
is included.
4. Ju88/Me410 Cannon) Long Range - DOUBLES:
p. 25 - Wording in the rules makes it seem as though rolling doubles scores a Damage result on the
bomber. That is not correct. The red die must be higher than the black die to score a Damage result.
Thanks goes to Andrew Schilling on BGG for catching this.

Skies Above the Reich

Clarifications & Omissions, Sept. 9, 2018
1. Counter Clarification:
Two of the Damage markers (Fuselage) have a sun printed in the middle of them. That sun
icon can be ignored, unless you want to play using the Formation Turn rule (Advanced
Game Book, p.9). Also, like many other Damage markers, these two do not have Catastrophe Numbers on them, which means you don’t check for Catastrophic Effect (or, you can
think of it this way - there is no Catastrophic Effect possible).
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2. No Experten/Green Limit:
Although the Mission Set-Up Table (player aid i) indicates how many Experte and/or Green pilots you
begin a CAMPAIGN with, when you enter a new SEASON, you keep whatever number of Experte and/or
Green pilots you currently have (you do not automatically get new ones nor must you reduce those you
have, to conform to the number indicated for that new season on the Mission Set-Up Table).
For example, you start the 1942 Season with 6 Experten, and let’s say you manage not to kill any of them off.
During the six Missions of 1942 one additional pilot became Experte and he too survived. When your Medium
or Full campaign rolls into the Early 1943 season, you keep all 7 Experten.
Thanks to Ted Leiker on BGG for asking a good question.

3. Mission Ends but Dogfight pending:
If the Mission ends and one or more Fighters share the Dogfight Box with Escort,
resolve Aerial Combat before Mission Tally. This should be noted on p. 54 and 23
of the Rule Book.
Thanks to Jonathan on BGG for asking a good question.

Dogfight Box
Fighters may only enter this box
as a result of aerial combat. Escort
may enter normally.
Fighters in this box must remain
until aerial combat is resolved
again. Convert a D result to a B
result for aerial combat resolved
in this box.

4.Escort Exit before resolving Dogfight:
If Escort Exit while an Escort marker and a fighter are in the Dogfight Box, do not resolve aerial combat.
Instead, the Escort exits at the start of the Escort Phase and so do the fighters. This is noted at the
bottom of p. 18 in the Rule Book. That note does not appear in other places, however, such as the
explanation of Aerial Combat Results, or the player aid, or the Dogfight Box itself on the board. It
should have.
Rationale for the rule: Why are the enemy escort exiting? Fuel is too low, or ammo is gone, or somebody
panics, or an order came through the radio...who knows why. You don’t and neither do we. Why do
your fighters exit? Why don’t they return to the formation, why doesn’t the rule tell you to apply an ‘R’
Return result? Exit looks different from the cockpit. It looks like your guys are getting the better of the
Americans, and your pilots finally are on their tails. It takes your fighters a little while to figure out that
the Americans are bugging out, and by the time they break contact, the formation of bombers is long
gone. Besides, the ammo you wasted dealing with the escort, not to mention the fuel, and the loss of
altitude as your fighters spiraled down trying to elude the cross-hairs of the enemy pilots...all that
conspires against your pilots returning to the formation map.
Thanks goes to Richard Bennets on BGG for encountering this situation and asking about it.

5. You can’t gain TP via Regroup on the last turn (Adv. Rule Book p. 8):
Gaining TP via Regroup requires shortening the Mission one turn (that’s why you move the Flight Limit
marker down one turn on the Turn Track). Thus, TP may not be gained on the last Flight Turn.
6. Apply Attack Results in Any Order:
p. 43 - Except for the “R” and the No Ammo and Jam results, which are to be applied last, all other results
on an Attack Card may be applied in any order. For example, a “C” (Collision Check) may be applied
before or after a Pass Through result, and the choice could affect which bomber is collided into (if any).
It is also possible that a result can’t be applied, due to the order in which the results are resolved. For
example, if a Collision Check results in a Veer, and the fighter must then be placed in a Return Box, a
Pass Through result no longer is relevant (assuming it was not already applied).

Expert Level

VARIANT

Not hard enough for you? You play the Full Campaign and manage not to lose 1942, and then you find that you
can actually manage a Decisive Victory not once but twice in 1943? Game over.
This variant is for you. It modifies the Victory Conditions for both the Medium and Full Campaigns, as follows:
MEDIUM CAMPAIGN in 1943
You win only by scoring a Decisive Victory. This does not apply to a Medium Campaign that starts in 1944.
FULL CAMPAIGN
First, a Decisive Victory does not count as two Seasons won.
Second, each Decisive Victory scored allows you to extend a subsequent Season by 2 or 4 Missions (4 in 1944
Late or 1945, or 2 in 1944 Early; no other Seasons may be extended).
Third, you must play all Seasons UNLESS you win four Seasons AND one of the wins was a Decisive Victory.
In other words, you may win before 1945 if you win four Seasons and one of those wins was decisive.

VARIANT

Formation Interception

The behavior of escort in Skies Above the Reich is simplified and limited, in part because the flight to and interception of the bomber
formation is omitted from the game. Historically, much could happen on the way to the formation map, and this variant allows you to
play a bit of that flight. It inserts a mini-game between Mission Set-Up and the start of the Mission on the formation map.

Preparation: Use the Formation Intercept Map, and the Situation Check Tables provided in this document.

Organize your fighters in one or more Groups and place them in the Vector Zone of the Formation Intercept
Map (a “Group” can have as few as one fighter in it and there is no maximum limit). Immediately add 2 TP to
your total, and increase the Flight Limit by 2 turns (if at 11 or 12 already, add an additional 2 TP instead).
Finally, spend 2 additional OP and add the new fighters and/or attachments to those already in the Vector Zone.

Fighters move towards here
(the bomber formation)

Anatomy of the Formation Intercept Map::

Formation Intercept Map

Formation Map
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Formation Interception Sequence of Play

There are four phases: Vector, Situation Check, Flight Action, and Intercept. Play each in order. There is no turn
track for this sequence (do not move the Mission Turn marker).
Generally speaking, the flow of this sequence is as follows: You move Groups into the adjacent zone, paying
the TP cost if there is any (as indicated on the map), then you roll a pair of dice to check the situation (refer to
the Situation Check Table), then you apply the result, and if escort is in the zone, you attempt evasion and
failing that, resolve batle. Finally, if in the last zone (Approaching Zone), your Groups intercept the formation
and you initiate Mission Turn 1 by entering those Groups onto the Formation Map.
ZERO TP: If, at any time during this sequence, you are required to pay a TP cost but can’t (because you have
zero TP), the sequence ends. Your fighters return to base and the Mission is aborted.
1. VECTOR PHASE
First, move each Group into the adjacent zone on the Formation Intercept Map, towards the Formation Map
zone (this is mandatory). Then, split or merge Groups (this is optional).
SPLIT: You may split a Group into two Groups. This costs nothing (0 TP). If the splitting Group has a Delay
marker, the new Group also gets a Delay marker.
MERGE: You may merge two Groups to make a single Group. This costs 1 TP. If one of the merging Groups
has a Delay marker, the newly merged Group keeps that marker.

Group: 4 fighters
Ahrens
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Group: 2 fighters

+1 + 1
Bf110
Bf110

1942

groups
fighters in
largest group

2-4
5-8
9-11

2 dice

Example: Two groups, and
the largest group has 4
fighters.

Far & Close Zones

2. SITUATION CHECK PHASE
Roll two dice, add the numbers rolled to make a sum (no modifiers), and refer to the Situation Table. Use the
row corresponding to the sum. Locate the result in the column corresponding to the number of Groups in the
zone and the number of fighters in the largest Group. Apply the result.
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SITUATION TABLE RESULTS

In most cases there will be a single result. Sometimes there will be two results, or none.

Confusion

?

There are two outcomes possible. Roll one die: If the number rolled is EVEN (a ‘2’ or a ‘6’ for example),
the result is Rendezvous. If the number is ODD, the result is Navigation Error.

D

NAVIGATION ERROR: Place a Delay marker on one Group.
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n

RENDEZVOUS: you immediately get 2 Operations Points (OP) to spend. You must spend them now
and you must requisition at least one fighter. Place that fighter(s) in its own Group in the same zone as
the other Group(s). Place a Delay marker on this new Group.

t m Escort
s p Randomly draw an Escort marker and place it in the zone with fighters. Do not look at the numeric side
of the marker. The escort type is indicated by the red icon in the table:
m

p

P-51

P-47

s

t

Spitfire
P-38
mm If two red icons are indicated, place two Escort markers in the zone.
g

Garble

This result affects each Group independently. For each Group, either place a Delay marker on it, or,
deduct 1 TP from your TP total. Example: if you have two groups, you will either place a Delay marker
on each, or deduct two TP, or place a Delay marker on one Group and deduct 1 TP.
As the staffel sorties and receives transmitted instructions from ground control, radio clutter and
unreliable reception demand creative navigation on the part of your pilots.

Malfunction

m Select a fighter. It returns to base immediately (remove it from this Mission).

Radio

R This result affects one Group (player’s choice). There are two outcomes possible. Roll one die: If the

number rolled is EVEN (a ‘2’ or a ‘6’ for example), the result is Rendezvous. If the number is ODD, the
result is Rerouted.
RENDEZVOUS: you immediately get 2 Operations Points (OP) to spend. You must spend them now
and you must requisition at least one fighter. Place that fighter(s) in its own Group in the same zone as
the other Group(s). Place a Delay marker on this new Group.
REROUTED: Place a Delay marker on one Group and deduct 1 TP from your TP total.

Straggler

Place a Bomber marker in the fighters’ zone, then roll one die: if the number rolled is EVEN, place two
Damage markers under it (select markers randomly and ignore the Catastrophic Number). If the
number rolled is ODD, place one Damage marker under the Bomber marker.

A

Your fighters vector to intercept the bomber formation and spy a lone enemy bomber
below. “Achtung, achtung!”

Weather

w You must select one of three possible outcomes:
1. Select one Group and have it immediately split into Two Groups
2. Select one Group and make it change altitude (from level to high, for example).
3. Deduct 1 TP from your TP total.

3. FLIGHT ACTION PHASE
Skip this phase unless there is an Escort marker in the zone. If there is one (or two), perform the following, in
order:
3a. ASSIGN ESCORT: assign one marker per Group. If more Escort markers than Groups, assign extra Escort
markers to the largest Group (if a tie, choose between them).
3b. EVADE: Select a Group that wishes to Evade its Escort marker (any or all may Evade, one Group at a
time). Roll one die and compare the number rolled to the Evasion number printed in the zone. If equal to or
higher, Evasion is successful and the Escort marker is removed from play (it may not enter the Escort Display
nor the Formation Map this Mission). If less than the Evasion number, the attempt fails. You may place a Delay
marker on the Group to gain an immediate +2 die roll modifier, altering a fail result to a success result.
3c. ALTITUDE ADVANTAGE: if an Escort marker remains assigned to a Group, Battle is imminent. Roll a die to
determine if your fighters have altitude advantage against the escort (that is, if they are HIGHER, p. 21 Rule
Book). If the number rolled is equal to or higher than the Altitude Advantage number printed in the zone, fighters
have advantage. After rolling the die, you may add a positive modifier by spending TP, +1 for each TP spent.
3d. BATTLE:
Each assigned Escort marker attacks its Group. Resolve each attack one at a time, using the Aerial Combat
Table (ACT). The procedure is as described in the Rule Book (p. 22), but some results are interpreted differently, as explained on the next page of this document.
The Aerial Combat Results were originally designed with the understanding that combat is taking place in close
proximity to the bomber formation, and so, results such as Break Away and Dogfight pretty much assured that
the combatants would lose contact with the bombers. Here, enroute to a rendezvous with the bombers, those
results have a different effect. Although you will want to organize Groups so that at least one can tangle effectively with enemy escort, you should find your fighters to be more resilient than you’ve been used to.

BATTLE RESULTS
B - Break Away

Effect on Escort: The Escort marker is removed from play and may not come back into play this Mission. If this
Battle took place in the Approaching Zone, randomly remove a second Escort marker from play (it must be the
same type).
Effect on Fighters: The group shifts to a lower altitude (if already low, it must spend 1 TP or return to base).
Also, some or possibly all fighters in the Group must return to base (remove from play for the duration of the
Mission). To determine how many, each fighter is rated for Battle Value (BV), as follows:

Experte = 3

Veteran = 2

Green = 1

Twin Engine Auxiliary = 1
Single Engine Auxiliary = 2

The BV of removed fighters must equal or exceed the Escort number of the removed Escort marker (if more
than one marker, combine the numbers). Note the word “must” in the previous sentence. Additionally, one of the
removed fighters must be the same type used in resolving the aerial combat (that is, it must be the same type
as the row used on the ACT).

6

P–47
Thunderbolt

Example: This Escort marker (six P-47s) requires
the removal of fighters that equal or exceed a
Battle Value (BV) of 6. That BV may be satisfied
in a number of ways,two are noted here:

one way...

3 Veteran

another way...

1 Experte
3 Green

Fighter Loss: If the BV of removed fighters does NOT equal or exceed the Escort number, one fighter is killed.
Select the fighter with the highest Battle Value (if a tie, select randomly). Check for bail out.

D - Dogfight

Same as Break Away (‘B’) except the Group earns a Delay marker.

e - Escort Killed

Apply this result normally, but it does not lower the Escort number for applying a Break Away result.

R - Return

Effect on Escort: The Escort marker is removed from play and may NOT come back into play this Mission. If
the Battle took place in the Approaching Zone, randomly select a second Escort marker of the same type and it
too is removed from play for this Mission.
Effect on Fighters: At least one fighter in the Group must return to base (remove from play for the duration of
this Mission). The Battle Value (BV) of the removed fighter(s) must equal or exceed HALF the Escort number of
the removed Escort marker (if more than one marker, combine the numbers).
TP INSTEAD: Instead of actually removing the fighter, you may pay 1 TP to keep it in the Group (its BV still
goes to satisfying the removal requirement).

S - Scattered

Treat as a Break Away result (’B’), EXCEPT if in the Close or Far Zone, the Escort marker(s) is not removed
from play for the duration of the Mission (that is, return it to the pool; it can operate on the Escort Display and
the Formation Map).

x - Fighter Killed

Apply this result normally (check for bail out), and the Battle Value of the destroyed fighter DOES count to
satisfy the BV for a Break Away or Scattered result.

4. INTERCEPT PHASE
Perform Pursuit (if any), then Formation Interception (if in the Approaching Zone). If fighters are not in the
Approaching Zone, and there are no Bombers to Pursue, skip this phase (start a new Vector Phase).
PURSUIT: If a Bomber marker is in the fighter’s zone (because of a Straggler result during the Situation Check),
you may assign one or more Groups to attack it. You may split a Group in order to have only some fighters in it
intercept the bomber. Interception is automatic, no die roll is necessary (transfer the Bomber and the selected
fighters from the Formation Intercept Map to the appropriate Pursuit Map). Transfer TP from the Turn Track to
the Pursuit Map (that is, if you wish to Transfer TP for use on the Pursuit Map, deduct from your total; any
unused TP on a Pursuit Map are forfeit). Resolve the attack immediately, using the Pursuit rules. Any fighter
that pursues, must return to base at the conclusion of Pursuit.
FORMATION INTERCEPTION: If fighters are in the Approaching Zone, they must either return to base (abort
the Mission) or enter the Formation Map, thus concluding the Formation Intercept Sequence and initiating the
first Mission turn. Interception is automatic. Fighters enter the Formation Map, and depending on their altitude,
may have choices as to the altitude they may enter. Note the table printed on the Formation Intercept Map. To
read the table, note the Sun condition on the Formation Map (sun or no sun, as determined by the Situation
Manual during set-up). In some cases, the table may indicate a TP cost. To enter that altitude box you must pay
1 TP. Fighters in a Group are not required to enter in the same box. Fighters with Delay markers are placed on
the Turn Track instead, their entry is delayed one turn for each Delay marker. Delayed fighters must enter low
altitude boxes only.

Formation Intercept Map

Formation Map
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Situation Table Results

Sequence of Play:
Vector move, split/merge
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? Confusion roll 1 die:

EVEN = +2 OP (new group w/ Delay marker);
ODD = place Delay marker on 1 group

s p t m ESCORT
g Garble
m Malfunction

place Escort marker in zone

R Radio roll 1 die and apply to one group:

EVEN = Rendezvous: +2 OP (Delay marker);
ODD = Rerouted: -1 TP & Delay marker

Straggler place Bomber marker in zone, roll 1 die:

each group: place Delay marker OR -1 TP
1 fighter returns to base

w Weather

EVEN = 2 Damage markers
ODD = 1 Damage marker

1 group Splits OR changes altitude OR -1 TP

Sample Mission
Skies Above the Reich

1942 Season
Skies Above the Reich is meant to be played as a Campaign. (Of course, there is no harm in just playing a single Mission, and that’s a reasonable thing to do after opening the box for the first time. For
the sake of this demonstration, however, we will play the first Mission of a Campaign.) Decisions
must be made:
The first choice to make is: Which Campaign? Short, Medium, or Long? For this demonstration,
the actual choice does not matter, because the consequences of that choice will have the same
impact on the first Mission of our Campaign. Our imaginary player selects a Short Campaign.
The next decision is: Which Season? A Campaign is organized by what the game calls “Seasons,”
such as “1942,” “Early 1943,” “Mid 1943,” and so on. Every Campaign begins at the start of a Season.
Unlike the Full Campaign which must start in the 1942 Season, Small and Medium Campaigns may
start in any Season. Our player chooses the 1942 Season.

this player-aid lists all of
the Seasons; your first
task is to choose one
it tells you:
- How many Missions to complete this Season = 6
- How many Experten pilots do you start
the Campaign with =6
- How many Green pilots do you start
the Campaign with = 0

Experten

Assign Experte skills to your pilots.
Since you chose the 1942 Season, you start the
Campaign with six Experten. For each, you must
select, or randomly determine, an Experte skill.
The skills are listed on the Pilot Roster. Four
markers are included in the counter sheet to
assist with random selection.
For this demonstration, the player elects to
select skills randomly (each of his six Experten
will get one Experte skill).

note Experte skills on the Pilot Roster;
you choose which pilots are Experte

Formation Map

Determine which game board to use. There are
two of them, each with a “formation map” on
each side, for a total of four formation maps. Roll
a die and note the result on the player aid. Then
unfold the board in front of you on the table.

5

you roll a 5, so this Mission will be fought on
Formation Map 1

Formation Map 1 is peculiar. Unlike the others, it
depicts two completely different formations.
You must immediately roll another die to determine which of the two you must use.

2

you roll a 2, which is an EVEN number, so you
must use the top formation (Formation A)

Mission Type

Determine the type of Mission you will play,
Inbound, Near Target, or Outbound. You do this
by rolling a die and noting the result on the
player aid.
you roll a 9, so this will be an Outbound Mission
(which means the enemy bombers have already
dropped ordnance on their target and have
turned around to go home)
9

You start a Campaign with zero Staffel Experience
Points (EP), but as a Campaign progresses, you will
eventually have seven EP or more. Once you do,
you can spend them to override a die roll. You have
to override it immediately, however, before determining the next set-up item.

make a note on the Staffel Log

OP

Now roll a die to determine how many Operation Points (OP) you get to “spend.” What you’re
really doing here is requisitioning and assigning
pilots and aircraft to this Mission. After rolling the
die and noting the result, use the Operations
Menu to select the fighters you wish to requisition for this Mission. The menu is on the same
player aid card.

7

you roll a 7, which gives you 6 OP

In 1942 your options are limited. Your only choices are Bf109s, the pilots of your staffel. In this
case, because you have 6 OP, you get six Bf109s.
Had this been Early 1943, you could have spent
some OP to requisition other aircraft and attachments, such as cannon or Bf110s. You are not
obligated to select Bf109s when you have other
choices, but usually it is a good idea to use your
pilots because they are the only fighters that can
earn Pilot Experience Points (EP).
set your selected fighters aside; they will enter
the Formation Map during the Move Phase of
Turn 1

Escort

Next, roll a die to determine if your fighters will
face escort on this Mission. Note the result on
the player aid.

4
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you roll a 4, so you will face a light escort of
Spitfires, but they will enter play on Turn 3 (that
is, they do not start the Mission in play, but
arrive at the start of turn 3)

Ar

Mission

Turn

randomly select 5 Escort markers and then roll a
die to determine their starting stations on the
Escort Display

you roll a 10, so all start
in the Below Trailing
Escort Station

0

It may seem peculiar that you get to know where the escort are and when they leave. You can postpone
this determination of Escort until the first Escort Phase of the Mission. That will provide a more historical
fog of war. As for knowing when escort arrives, Missions in 1942 were only rarely accompanied by escort,
and often for only part of the way. Bomber targets tended to be close to the European coast and therefore
close to Britain, making the prospect of encountering enemy escort palpable in just about every Mission.

thus far, your gaming
table should look
something like this

Situation Manual

Set the player aid aside and grab the Situation
Manual. Use it to determine a number of environmental conditions on the Formation Map.

open to pages 5 & 6

Damage
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Roll a die and locate the result in the Manual.
Then, randomly select Damage markers as indicated by the Manual, and place them on the
Formation Map.
you roll a 4, so you look at this window...

4

...and draw one Damage marker....

....and place it on the indicated bomber

Catastrophic Effect?

Whenever you draw a Damage marker, note the
number on the front. That is the Catastrophic
Effect number. (Some Damage markers do not
have them, which means there is no possibility
of triggering a catastrophic effect.) Roll a die,
and if the number rolled is equal to or higher
than that number, the Catastrophic Effect is
triggered. If not triggered, flip the marker over.
The number on its back side indicates how much
Damage the bomber sustained.
you roll a 2, so there is no Catastrophic Effect

2

Catastrophic Number is 8
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Sun?

Next, roll a die to determine the position of the
sun. Place the Sun marker in the Position Box
indicated by the Manual. It is possible there is no
sun (the bomber formation is flying below
clouds).

3

you roll a 3, so place the Sun marker in the
High Altitude Box of the Tail Position

Tactical Points (TP)

Tactical
Points

Roll a die to determine how many Tactical Points
you start with. Record the amount on the TP
Track, which is also the Turn Track, located on the
Off-Map Panel.

you roll a 3 again, place the TP marker in the 2
space of the track

3

Flight Limit

Flight
Limit

Roll a die to determine how many turns the
Mission will last. This is called the Flight Limit,
and at the conclusion of the Flight Limit turn, the
last turn, your fighters automatically exit and the
Mission is over. Indicate the Flight Limit by placing the Flight Limit marker on the Turn Track.

5

you roll a 5, place the Flight Limit marker in the
Turn 7 space of the track

Set-Up Complete

Shuffle the four card decks and set them in
handy reach. Put Hit markers in a cup or bowl
(they are also the Collision Check markers, also
known as Proximity markers).

your gaming space should look something like this:

error: the Flight Limit marker is shown in the Turn 8 space on
the track, but it should be in the Turn 7 space

Start the Mission

Use the player aid. It lists the sequence of play
and has short-hand rules for most things. It also
has page references in the rule book.

each turn starts with the Move Phase

Turn 1: Move

Your fighters enter on Turn 1. They must enter
low, which means they all must be placed in one
or more Low Altitude boxes. Not Approach
Boxes.
You choose where.
4 fighters enter Nose/Low
2 fighters enter Low/Flank

Turn 1: Return

Skip this phase. You don’t have fighters in Return
or Evasive Return Boxes, so there is no action to
take.

Turn 1: Escort

Skip this phase. Escort don’t arrive until Turn 3.

ort
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Mission

Turn

Turn 1: Recovery

Skip this phase. None of your fighters are hit
(that is, none have Hit markers on them), so
there is nothing for you to do this phase. If playing the Advanced Game, however, you could
gain more TP by performing a Regroup action.

Turn 1: Blast & Flak

Skip this phase. None of your fighters carry
ordnance (bombs or rockets). If they were, you
could release them against the bomber formation. This is an Outbound Mission, so there is no
flak to deal with. Flak only applies to Near Target
Missions.

Turn 1: Cohesion

Formation A is considered to be a single
Element, so count the number of markers in the
Element (just one, the Damage marker). There
needs to be at least two before the Element’s
cohesion degrades, so there is no point rolling a
die.

Turn 1: Attack

Skip this phase. You don’t have fighters in
Approach Boxes.
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start a new turn

Mission

Turn

Turn 2: Move

Fighters can move to adjacent boxes, as indicated by arrows. They may also move to boxes
farther away, if the box they occupy has a note
allowing it.
4 fighters move into the Low Approach Box;
they will attack this turn

2 fighters move from the flank to the tail

Turn 2: Blast & Flak
Skip this phase.

Turn 2: Cohesion

There is still only one marker in the Element, so
skip this phase.

Turn 2: Attack

There are four fighters in one or more Approach
Boxes, so you must play this phase. The player
aid explains each step of this phase.

place the approaching fighters in front of
bombers

select their modes (the player chooses Determined Mode for all of them; he’s hoping to earn
the Schwarm Advantage

Collision Check

Two fighters are in the same space. That triggers
a Collision Check. The player must now draw a
Proximity chit and assign it to one of the fighters.

proximity

V

a Veer chit is pulled out of the cup

player aid explains what to do

3

the player rolls a 3, which is less than the
number of fighters in the Element, so...

...he flips the marker over; the fighter has
suffered a Hit to the aircraft’s fuselage
proximity

V

hit

8

fuselage

As the fighters initiate their run at the bombers,
B-17 gunners see them and open fire. One fighter
has taken a Hit, but the pilot throttles on undeterred.

hit

Maneuver

Each fighter must have a maneuver selected for
it. This will determine where the fighter will
break away to at the end of the run. They don’t
all have to have the same maneuver, but in this
example the player elects to have them all climb.
since they are all performing the same maneuver, only one Maneuver marker is necessary
(actually, the player can just remember that
they are climbing, and does not actually need
the marker)

8

fuselage

maneuver

CLIMB

Advantage Check

There are four Determined fighters at the same
altitude (low), in the same Element, and facing
the same direction. This earns the player the
Schwarm Advantage. Also, two fighters are in
the same space, earning the Rotte Advantage.

place Advantage markers anywhere in the
Element

Burst Step

Now the player resolves the attacks. He does this
one fighter at a time, flipping over an Attack
Card and reading the results, if any. He uses the
Nose Attack Card deck since all of his fighters
approached from the Nose Approach Box.
For each, he must note the Lethal Level of the
space, the fighter’s altitude relative to the
bomber (all are Low because they emerged from
the Low Approach Box), and mode (all are in
Determined Mode).

Adameit’s Attack

Adameit garners a Damage result on the
bomber but he also suffers a Hit result. He also
incurs a Pass Through result of 1.
Hit

Damage

Pass Through 1
Lethal Level 1

The Catastrophe Number of the Damage marker
is 10. The player rolls a die to check to see if the
Catastrophic Effect is triggered.

7

player rolls a 7, the bomber does NOT explode
(the Damage marker must be flipped over)
HIT? Adameit has the Experte ‘skill’ of Luck, and
the player chooses to use it to cancel the Hit. He
won’t be able to use it again this Mission.
Experte Luck cancels the Hit
Adameit moves forward one space, climbing

Loos’ Attack

The player draws another Attack Card, locating
the result in the Lethal Level 1 column and the
Low/Determined row:
Hit

Pass Through 1

Lethal Level 1

HIT? The player elects to use the Rotte Advantage. It cancels the Hit.
Advantage

ROTTE

Loos moves forward one space, climbing

Grimm’s Attack

The player draws yet another Attack Card, locating the result in the Lethal Level 2 column and
the Low/Determined row:

Pass Through 1

The player decides to use the Schwarm Advantage to add a Damage result to Grimm’s attack,
and so, flips the Schwarm marker over (as a
reminder that he used one of the two Damage
results it grants).
Grimm has the Experte skill of Aim, and the
player chooses to use it.
Experte Aim draws two Damage markers
instead of one
One of the Damage markers has the Sun icon
printed on it. That icon has no effect, unless playing the optional rule, Formation Turn. The player
elects to invoke that rule, and so, the Sun marker
must shift either clockwise or counterclockwise
to a new High Position Box.

9
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rolls a 9, which is ODD, so the Sun marker shifts
counterclockwise
The Formation Turn rule simulates the bombers changing
their trajectory. The Sun isn’t moving, the game board is
rotating.

The player checks the other Damage marker for
Catastrophic Effect. He needs to roll a 6 or higher.

6

player rolls a 6, the bomber falls out of
formation

He removes the Damage markers and places a
Fallen marker over the bomber. He then notes
that Grimm earned 1 experience point (EP), the
staffel earned 1 EP too, and 1 VP.
bomber

Fallen
-1
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Zweigart’ Attack

The player draws a final Attack Card, again locating the result in the Lethal Level 2 column and
the Low/Determined row:
Hit

Damage

Pass Through 1
NO AMMO:
Zweigart is now out of ammo

the Fallen marker reduces the Lethal Level from
2 to 1
The player draws the Hit and Damage markers,
checks for Catastrophic Effect (it is not
triggered), and then moves the fighter one
space. He then elects to use the last Damage
result of the Schwarm Advantage marker, drawing a second Damage marker and placing it on
the bomber. The player rolls a die, but the Catastrophic Effect is not triggered..

The situation: now the player must conduct the
Break Away step of the Attack Phase. And that means continuing fire!

error: the image should show a
No Ammo marker on Zweigart

Skies Above the Reich

Continuing Fire: Adameit

The player draws a Continuing Fire card, and
reads the Event Text.
text applies only if Dive Roll is the maneuver
(Adameit is climbing)
Next, he finds the result in the Determined (top) row under the Lethal Level 1
column. Adameit is Hit. The player randomly
draws a Hit marker and assigns it to
hit
the fighter.

4

wing

Break Away
Adameit breaks away to the Tail Position; Determined mode places him in the Return Box and
because he climbed, the player places the fighter in the box adjacent to the High Altitude Box.
The actual meaning of the Hit will be resolved next turn
during the Recovery Phase. It could be severe, or trivial
(meaning just a scratch or a very near miss).

Continuing Fire: Loos

The player again draws a Continuing Fire card,
and reads the Event Text.
Loos is not a Green pilot (he does not have a
Green penalty), so the text does not apply
Next, he finds the result in the Determined (top) row under the Lethal Level 1
column. Loos is not Hit. He climbs away to the
Tail Position, joining Adameit in the Return Box.

LETHAL LEVEL: The space is rated a ‘2’ but one bomber in
the space is Fallen, reducing that Lethal Level to ‘1’.

Continuing Fire: Grimm

The player draws a Continuing Fire card, and
reads the Event Text. It applies.
Grimm is climbing, so the player must exit the
fighter or spend 1 TP; he spends the TP
He finds the result in the Determined
(top) row under the Lethal Level 1 column.
Grimm is not Hit. He climbs away to the Tail Position, joining the others in the Return Box.
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adjust the TP Track to record the TP deduction
due to the Engine Sputter

Continuing Fire: Zweigart

The player draws a final Continuing Fire card,
and reads the Event Text. It adoes not apply
because the fighter is not Dive Rolling (it is
climbing).
Next, he finds the result in the Determined (top) row under the Lethal Level 1
column. Zweigart is Hit. The player randomly
draws a Hit marker and assigns it to hit
the fighter.
engine

5

Zweigart breaks away to the Tail Position, Return
Box adjacent to the High Altitude Box, joinng the
others.

Mission

Turn

Tactical
Points

End of Turn 2

There are no other fighters in Approach Boxes,
so the phase, and the turn, ends.
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Mission

Turn

Tactical
Points

The Battle Thus Far

Six Bf109s intercepted a formation of four B-17 heavy bombers near the coast. Two of the fighters broke off to
climb behind the formation in preparation for a run out of the sun. The other four raced in front of the bombers
and climbed into them, in a tight Schwarm formation. Nearly broken by fire from B-17 gunners, the Schwarm
stayed together and climbed through the fortresses, dislodging one bomber and damaging two others. The
U.S. gunners saw them coming and gave as good as they got. One fighter seems to be hit in the cowling, another has holes along its fuselage, another took it along its wing. The severity of the hits are not yet know, but the
Luftwaffe pilots race to swing back behind the bombers to make another pass at them. The bomber formation
has turned, however, and the Rotte that climbed behind them no longer has the advantage of the sun. Just
then Heller shouts into the radio, his voice crackling in all five cockpits - “Achtung achtung Spitfire!”

Turn 3: Move

Obleser and Heller move from Tail/High to
Flank/High. This costs 1 TP.
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2 fighters maneuver alongside the bomber
formation, setting up a run out of the sun next
turn

Turn 3: Escort

Escort arrive. As already established at set-up, all
five Escort markers begin in the Below Trailing
Station. The player rolls a die to determine their
action.

Mission

Turn

Tactical
Points

4

rolls a 4; one Escort marker
moves to Tail/Low on the
formation map

Turn 3: Recovery

All four fighters in the Return Box have Hit markers. Each must be checked.

selecting Zweigart first, the player rolls a die for
the first Hit marker...
...rolls a 7 for the Fuselage marker (trivial;
removes the marker), and then a 4 for the
Engine marker (severe)

7

place Zweigart in the Fate Box

4

Will he land or bail out? Will his machine
explode? Will there be fire? Zweigart’s fate will
be checked after the Mission concludes.

checking Grimm, the player rolls a 9, and so,
removes the Wing marker (trivial Hit)

5

checking Loos, the player rolls a 2, which means
the Hit is severe

2

place Loos in the Fate Box

checking Adameit, the player rolls a 9, for
another trivial Hit, and removes the marker

9

Turn 3: Cohesion

There are five markers in the Element. The player
rolls a die to see if the bomber formation’s Cohesion degrades.
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rolls a 3, Cohesion degrades to ‘Loose’

3

End of Turn 3

Mission

Turn

There are no fighters in Approach Boxes, so the
Attack Phase is skipped. The player starts a new
turn.
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Tactical
Points

The Battle Thus Far

A squadron of Spitfires climbs to take up station escorting the B-17s, and now most trail under the bombers.
Heller and Obleser maneuvered to the formation’s flank to set-up a run at the bombers by coming out of the
sun. Half the Schwarm is gone but the other half speed behind and above the B-17s. Four Bf109s remain and
they can’t ignore the Spitfires for long.

Turn 4: Move & Return

Obleser and Heller remain alongside the B-17
formation, staying in the High/Flank Position
Box (they do not move this turn). They will make
their run against the bombers only when Grimm
and Adameit move into attack position behind
the combat box.
During the Return Phase, Grimm and Adameit
shift to the High/Tail Position Box.

Turn 4: Escort

The player rolls a die to check the Below Trailing
Escort Station (it is the only one occupied by
Escort markers).

8

rolls an 8, so one marker moves
to the Above Trailing Station

Turn 5: Move

Once more Heller and his wingman will remain
parallel with the bombers on the flank, waiting.
Behind the formation, Grimm slips level with the
B-17s while Adameit dives onto the element of
Spitfires below.
During the Escort Phase, the Escort marker in the
Tail/Low Position Box would move to attack fighters in
the box adjacent to it, so Adameit’s move is a desperate
attempt to keep the Spitfires busy long enough for
Grimm to make a run at the bombers.

Turn 5: Escort

The player rolls dice, one for each of the two
Stations occupied by Escort markers.

ABOVE TRAILING: rolls a 1, so one
marker moves to the Forward Station

1

7

BELOW TRAILING: rolls a 7, so one
marker moves to the Flank/Level
Position Box on the formation map

Turn 7: Move

With one last turn left the player hopes to make
the most of it. He sends Grimm into the Tail/Level
Approach Box again.

Turn 7: Return

Heller can’t move because he has a Hit marker.

Turn 7: Escort

The player rolls a die to check the Above Trailing
Escort Station.

8

ABOVE TRAILING: rolls an 8, so one
marker moves to any box occupied by
fighters (all three are tied for “Box with
Most Fighters,” so the player selects
which one the Escort marker descends
upon)

He places the Escort marker in the Dogfight Box.

The Spitfires break to join the fray, hoping to bag a Bf109
before they return home, oblivious to the struggling Messerschmit (Heller) and Grimm’s determination to snag another
B-17.

Aerial Combat

Obleser no longer has Altitude Advantage, and
after flipping over the second Escort marker
reinforcing the first one, he certainly does not
have numerical superiority.

the player rolls a die to determine the result
(there are no modifiers), a 5, so the result is ‘Bx’
(Break Away and Fighter Killed)

7

one Escort marker is removed from play, the
other stays in the box, eager to join another fight...

Fighters HIGHER than Escort? NO
More Fighters than Escort? No

5

The player rolls a second die to
check for bail out, rolling a 7,
which is “wounded”; Obleser now
goes into the Wounded Box

Turn 7: Recovery

The player rolls a die to check the Hit marker on
Heller (he had debris smash his cockpit).

rolls a 4, which means Heller is in trouble (off to
the Fate Box he goes)

4

Turn 7: Cohesion

There are now five markers in the Element. The
player rolls a die.

rolls a 9, so Cohesion remains Loose

9

Turn 7: Grimm’s Final Attack

The player moves Grimm from the Approach Box
into a space behind one of the B-17s. He selects
Dive Roll as his break away maneuver. The Lethal
Level is 0 (zero), thanks to a Loose formation and
a nearby fallen bomber. Selecting Determined
Mode, the player draws a Tail Attack Card.

Damage

Damage

No Ammo

rolls a die for Catastrophic
Effect, but the effect is not
triggered

10 g
win

places a No Ammo marker
on Grimm
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Continuing Fire

The player draws a Continuing Fire Card for
Grimm. He notices that Grimm suffers a Hit, but
the Event Text brings good news. Grim is Dive
Rolling, and manages to bank and spin out of
harms way. He skips Continuing Fire.

Grimm breaks away to the Flank’s Return Box
(low side).

The situation at the conclusion of the Mission...

Fate Boxes

The player now checks each of the three fighters
in Fate Boxes, rolling dice for each.

Fate of Loos

The player checks the fate of Loos, rolling a die.
He rolls an 8, and so, the pilot manages to land
the Bf109 safely. Loos earns 1 pilot EP.

8

Fate of Heller

The player now checks the fate of Heller, rolling a
5, which means the fighter crashes. He rolls a
second die to see if Heller bails out, a 7, which
means Heller is wounded and earns 1 pilot EP.

5

7

Fate of Zweigart

The player finishes by checking Zweigart, rolling
a 4. That means the engine is on fire. Does he bail
out? Rolls a 2. No, Zweigart is dead.

Zeiten replaces Zweigart

The player crosses the pilot’s name off the roster
and writes in a replacement’s name. He starts
“green,” a rookie, and must be assigned a Green
penalty. “Blackout” is a penalty available in Storm
Above the Reich.

4

2

Staffel Log & Pilot Roster

The player notes experience and victory points
earned.

After Action Report

Was the battle a success for the Luftwaffe? Let’s review: Six Bf109s intercepted four B-17s
heading back to the channel after a raid. The fighters made an initial run head on, knocking
one bomber out of formation. Two pilots were forced home but the remainder made another
run knocking a second B-17 out of formation. By then, enemy Spitfires had engaged the pilots,
downing one of them and chasing off another.
One pilot killed, one wounded, for two B-17s
isolated and probably destroyed and the other
two badly damaged.
It could have been worse.
Indeed, while fighters tore into bombers and
tangled with escort, little did they know an even
more sinister threat lurked high above...

Design Notes: An Elaboration
We included one page of Design Notes in the game box, but several people on Consim and BGG asked
a number of questions that demanded long(ish) answers. The rest of this Post-Production Document
attends to some of those questions.

The Spreadsheet Question
Folks on BGG asked to see the spreadsheet governing Hit and Damage probabilities on the
Attack Cards. Rather than post the spreadsheet itself, I prefer to go even further. What follows
is an explanation of the rationale that governed the spreadsheet. It will tell you all you need to
know about how the Attack and Continuing Fire cards were designed, and may serve as a
primer for those struggling for tactics.
The entire game is really nothing more than an input/output machine. The player inputs
position, altitude, and other things, and the cards, Proximity chits, and dice supply the output.
To derive this system we relied on a variety of historical sources (explained under the Sources
section of this document), as well as our understanding of physics. Yes, faced with an absence
of detail in many sources, we made a judgment call, to the best of our ability. That’s why we
make no claim to infallibility, and why we insist this is a “broadstrokes” treatment of what we
think took place 20,000 feet above Germany in World War Two. That’s also why we are not
troubled when a player comes to a diﬀerent conclusion and makes changes to their game.
Heck, Mark and I did not agree 100 percent on every part of this rationale, so it is asking too
much for every player to agree as well.
The rationale:
POSITION - TAIL
At the start of the war, the classic attack position was from the tail. This is what worked in
previous situations against the Polish, French, British, and Soviet air forces. From that position
the attacker's speed could match that of the target’s. This improved the steadiness of aim. Of
course, an alert target will not fly straight, making aim diﬃcult, but if the target is a lumbering
heavy bomber such as those produced by U.S. factories, its ability to weave could easily be
matched by a skilled veteran pilot in the cockpit of a Bf109. When locked in a tight formation
such as the combat box, that lumbering bomber will be even less maneuverable. The only
catch was the alarming number of gun positions installed in those heavy machines (twin .50
calibers in the tail and two turrets, one top one bottom, were the most obvious). Despite the
armament, this tail attack continued to work against the B-17, so you will find more Damage
results distributed among the Tail Attack Card deck. The catch is...and there is always a
catch...you will also find the most Hit results in that deck as well. If you're in the mood for a
decisive outcome, attack from the tail. Either the target or the attacker, or both, will come
away aﬀected by the encounter.
NOSE
Because of the danger to pilots, some pilots took to approaching from the nose. Consider
what that means: the B-17 may be flying at approximately 200mph and the Bf109 is flying

considerably faster, at least 350mph. They are flying towards each other. The attacker's speed
added to the target's speed made the encounter quite brief and the window for optimal
range for the burst was but a moment. To the pilot’s view, the B-17 initially appeared as a dot
in the distance, but that dot grew rapidly, and knowing when to pull the trigger made all the
diﬀerence, as the range between firer and target changed rapidly.
Although speed worked against this strategy, a skilled pilot understood that speed also
served to increase his own chance of surviving the encounter. Thus, compared to the Tail
Attack deck, there are fewer Damage results in the Nose Attack deck but there are also fewer
Hit results too. You also do not have the wondrous 'R' result, reserved only for the Tail Attack
deck, allowing a stubborn Luftwaﬀe pilot to take down a bomber in one grueling attack.
OBLIQUE
If the goal is to Damage the target, physics make an acute or oblique attack a poor choice.
(The Oblique Attack Card deck encompasses both angles, acute and oblique.) The fighter pilot
must lead the target, and likewise, the gunners defending the target must also lead their
target. In this deck you will find the least amount of Damage and Hit results.
It was not always advantageous to lead the target. Due to relative speed and angle of
trajectory, and taking gravity/friction into consideration, sometimes gunners did better when
they did not lead their targets. U.S. gunners were taught a zone system of gunnery borrowed
from RAF gunners, making the physics of the job less onerous as they attempted to gun down
fighters zipping across the formation.
Position is not the only consideration, altitude is almost as crucial:
LEVEL
By approaching the target on axis with it, whether from the nose or the tail, the fighter pilot
ensures a much more stable target compared to an oﬀ-axis approach. That is, when the axis of
the fighter's trajectory is along the same axis of movement as the target (they are parallel and
aligned, one in front of the other), the pilot had less trouble aiming. Therefore, a level altitude
approach has more Damage and Hit results than other altitude rows, and this is true of both
the Nose and Tail Attack Card decks. The Oblique deck does not allow a level approach on the
premise that there could be no such stable approach (or, it would have negligible results). We
made the judgment that the pilot could not hold that trajectory long enough to make it
count, and inevitably would revert to either a high or low approach as the pilot transitioned to
the break away. Put another way, the degree of diﬀerence between high and level from the
oblique would be minimal, and the same goes for level and low, but we felt it appropriate to
distinguish high from low. We were also looking for ways to make the oblique attack feel
unique compared to the other two positions without adding rules or modifiers.
HIGH
Approaching from high altitude relative to the target gives the pilot power of the dive. More
speed has one eﬀect that applies to both attacker and target: it makes aim more challenging,
because a fast moving target is harder to hit than a slow moving target, and a fast moving
firer also faces a greater challenge than a slower moving firer. Attacking by diving onto the

target degrades the chances to score Damage, but this varies by Position (that is, by the
degree to which speed is a factor). However, the pilot's speed is greater, making him even less
hitable than the bomber. Thus, High tends to be the safest altitude for your pilots.
LOW
Attacking by climbing towards the target is dangerous. The loss of speed inherent in such an
attack means the gunners of the bomber formation have a good look at you, and those
machines are equipped with ball turrets for just this approach. The fighter climbs, bleeding
speed, and faces heavier fire from the gunners, which impairs the fighter pilot’s aim. It is a
more dangerous approach for your pilots compared to a high approach. Those gunners harass
your climbing pilot more eﬀectively than a diving pilot, so for that reason, low altitude has the
least chance of success against the target.
**

Mode
To explain what mode means, I should reiterate one of the most important design goals that
guided this project: simplicity. Although Mark Aasted and I appreciate, play, and enjoy games
of high complexity, we wanted a game that would move quickly, allowing players to run a
Mission in an hour or less. We did not want a game that slowed to a crawl or spanned hours
while simulating only seconds of historical time. (Not that games that do that are bad. Not at
all.) We just wanted to create a gaming experience that was quick and easy, and when you
establish that as your goal, the finer points of simulation sometimes have to grab a parachute
and leap out the back door.
Mode is intended to represent a few things:

1. Range. It’s pretty clear from Luftwaﬀe records that success against bombers was more
frequent when the fighter’s burst took place at a close range. Heavily armored Fw190s later in
the war approached within 400 or 500 meters to score a kill. In 1942, successful encounters
were at closer range, as little as 200 meters. At that point in the war the U.S. formation was not
what it would become, and the Luftwaﬀe’s armament was not as heavy as it would become
either. If we take Mode to be range, one translates as short the other as long (or whatever two
terms you want to assign to the two ranges). Thus, Determined Mode means short range
while Evasive Mode means long(er) range. We avoided using the word “range” because in a
military context such as this, it would be too specific, or, it would beg the player to think in
terms that are too specific for the rest of the game. If one element of the game was specific,
with actual units of measurement such as meters or feet, while the rest of the game was
abstract, such as Lethal Level 1 and Lethal Level 2, it would make the abstraction seem
artificial. Range increased during the war but so did the number and caliber of armament, as
did the bomber’s armament. The longer ranges observed later in the war may have felt to
pilots like point blank range, if the response by U.S. gunners is a measure. If this were a more
complex and detailed game, we would have been more specific, or mathematical, about
presenting range. We would also have been more specific about armament, and for that
matter, about aircraft types (Bf109G-1, Bf109G-3, etc.). Let me put it this way: If the
relationship between armament, range, and armor during the airwar over the Reich was a

novel, this game presents a Twitter version of that story (or for the benefit of you old timers, a
Reader’s Digest version). Lethal Levels increase over the course of a long campaign, as the
action plays out on bigger and more lethal boards. The change in attachments available also
tracks that arc, but very loosely.

2. Persistence. Luftwaﬀe records indicate that the length of a fighter’s burst increased later
in the war. Mode may also be considered to take length of burst into consideration (which is
why the dreaded No Ammo result is more common when in Determined Mode). In 1942 the
average burst lasted about 4 seconds while in 1944, against a bomber, the burst usually lasted
at least 8 seconds. There is a lot to consider here, and I won’t get into all of the gory detail
about weapon types, variety and quantity of ammunition (that also had its own evolution
during the airwar)…all that kind of detail was considered but we did our best to hold the
design goal in mind. We resisted the siren’s song of detail as best we could, and hoped that we
were not creating a simplistic game or one that misrepresented historical action. We make no
claims of infallibility, but we did our best to incorporate as much of the arc without bogging
the game down in machine detail.

3. Tenacity. Maybe there is a third idea at play. Not sure what else to call it, but there could be
other terms: desperation, anger, fear, aggression. Maybe this third point incorporates the first
two, because a tenacious pilot is one who closes in and then holds the target in his sites
longer than is healthy for him and his machine. In contrast, the Evasive Mode pilot is one
whose first goal is to survive another day. We figure there is an intangible element at play on
the battlefield, where machine detail does not explain everything. A Determined Mode pilot is
alive to opportunities that are possible only during acute moments of desperation, or, the
Determined pilot is more likely to hazard the risk of pursuing an unexpected opportunity. A
momentary gap where a bomber slips out of position or an inexplicable pause when an
enemy gunner goes quiet. The Evasive Mode pilot assumes that gun will spring to life in a
moment while the Determined mode pilot accelerates to capitalize on the opportunity that
moment oﬀers.
**

Terrain and the Battle of Britain
In film and theater, I am told, there is something called the suspension of disbelief. The
audience has to allow the actors and backstage crew leeway in telling their story. They have to
agree to think of the stage as a distant and perhaps even magical place. The viewer has to be
willing to see Wonderland or an English forest where a stuﬀed bear named Pooh walks around
looking for honey. An overly skeptical viewer who only sees props and CGI tricks will ruin the
experience.
Skies Above the Reich is based on a potentially dubious concept, and we require the player to
turn oﬀ their skepticism. The concept is this: a formation of heavy bombers operates like a
terrain. If the player thinks on that too hard, they will realize how antithetical that idea is to
the nature of an airplane. Once propulsion and drag lifts it oﬀ the ground, an airplane can
move in three dimensions and at varying speeds. Movement is its raison d’être. Indeed,

without movement, the aircraft is powerless against gravity. In Skies we ask the player to look
at a board with airplanes painted on it, and see movement. That is the board’s representative
function. Gamers should be used to that sort of thing, for they push a half inch square across a
map and understand that its movement represents Napoleon’s Imperial Guard at Waterloo.
They moving other squares and imagine Buford’s cavalry taking up positions outside
Gettysburg. That suspension of disbelief is easy for the Grognard, but something else in Skies
is more demanding, and it has to do with the game’s concept of terrain.
A B-17 at 20,000 feet was not a static machine. Its four engines pulled the aircraft and its load
along a trajectory, and the pilot’s job was to maintain formation with aircraft all around him.
Not accomplished easily, the spacing between bombers never remained static, it inevitably
shrunk and expanded as pilots did their best. In the face of flak bursts and aggressive
Luftwaﬀe pilots, that spacing could become erratic. Nevertheless, the player must be willing
to work with a static representation of B-17s painted on the game board and ‘see’ it as a
dynamic three dimensional space. Mark and I thought we could get away with this scheme
because of the peculiarity of the situation. The combat box formation was designed to
improve the bomber’s defense while not ruining the formation’s chances of dropping
ordnance accurately. The B-17 was a lumbering crate of an airplane compared to svelt
contemporaries such as smaller fighters and medium bombers, and the combat box defensive
array was predicated on pilots maintaining formation at all costs. It worked because of the
aircraft’s lack of maneuverability and not in spite of it. When a German fighter slipped into
position on the bomber’s tail, the B-17 pilot resisted the natural urge to perform evasive
maneuvers. Even when giving in to temptation, the lack of maneuverability of the heavy
bomber put the American pilot at a disadvantage to the more maneuverable Bf109 or Fw190
whose pilots could easily maintain eﬀective contact. The bomber pilot knew he was better oﬀ
in formation than oﬀ-roading. The defense relied on the disciplined bomber maintaining its
position in formation, allowing not only its gunners to blast away at enemy fighters but the
gunners of neighboring bombers to assist in its protection. It was a static strategy to create a
deadly terrain up in the air, and we thought this was particularly well-suited to the static
medium of a game board.
Mark and I thought we had designed an okay game, but we’ve been a little surprised at how
some folks received the game. Pleasantly surprised. We observed a frequent comment posted
online, and sometimes it its framed as a request, to apply this design to other situations, and
the most commonly mentioned situation is the Battle of Britain. This is flattering, and we hate
to be party poopers, but we’re not convinced this is a good fit. The “terrain” of He111s was
unstable compared to that of the B-17 combat box. Yes, B-17s jinked a bit when attacked, their
maneuverability limited evasive maneuvers. When Hurricane pilots made their run at the
Heinkels, and especially when they grabbed onto their tails for the few seconds it took to
flame one of them, the Heinkels could not rely on their neighbors to the same degree their
B-17 counterparts could relay on other crews in the combat box. Tailed, a Heinkel pilot was
likely to adopt a wildly evasive trajectory for self-defense, unless he had faith in his tail
gunner. Running seemed a better tactic than holding stead for the enemy pilot to get a good
shot. Skies is limited to the heavy bomber, but a Battle of Britain game should oﬀer a rich
variety of medium bombers: Ju87s, Ju88s, and others, and for the sake of an animated game
each should feel and not just look unique. Should that game have a formation map at all?

Maybe. I suppose the system could be modified as a tile system, where an unmolested
bomber formation operates as a mosaic of tiles that can then be separated as RAF fighters
tear into it. Doing that moves the design away from a full-size board or map sheet. Or, perhaps
an intermediate map could be introduced between the formation map and the pursuit map.
Or, more elaborate Cohesion rules?
The greater problem, in our mind, is complexity. In Skies Above the Reich, escort is treated
rather simplistically, testing the limits of the player’s ability to suspend disbelief regarding
their behavior. Escort operates on the periphery of the combat box, as it did historically, and
when a Bf109 plunges into the bomber formation escorts do not chase them. This allows for a
simple attack system, fighter against bomber, with little complication. In the fall of 1940,
however, when a Hurricane pilot tore into a formation of He111s, a nearby Bf109 could be
expected to give chase. That establishes a complex situation of bomber tailed by fighter in
turn tailed by escort, and it gets more so when we consider the behavior of wingmen. Since
our design goal was to create only a modestly complex game and not a very complex game,
we shied away from devising the thick rule set needed to handle the behavior of fighter on
fighter combat in the midst of a bomber formation. We’re not convinced terrain is the right
concept for this, except perhaps as a starting point.
Hopefully some enterprising and creative designer will surprise us (one suﬀering from
insomnia, no doubt). A designer on BGG has started such a project, and another designer is
rebooting one of his dormant projects using the Skies system. Their finished designs may, or
may not, bear resemblance to what came in the box, but regardless of the outcome, we are
flattered.
**

B-17: Queen of the Skies and Point of View
In the game’s Design Notes we locate the point of origin for Skies in 2011, but we could push it
back farther. It may have begun years before when Mark Aasted was playing the old Avalon
Hill game, B-17: Queen of the Skies. He enjoyed that game quite a bit, eventually introducing it
to his son and daughter (not your typical family-night game). Gradually, the experience of
playing that game got him wanting more. He thought it would be interesting to expand the
scope of that classic to include management of a bomber group and its many crews. This
would include mission preparation, target selection, and so forth. What Mark was looking for,
and what he was beginning to design, was a way to manage assets in a game about the
airwar.
Years later, he showed me notes and materials of some designs. He also showed me the
Avalon Hill game (a very beat up copy, as I recall). I had never player that game (Mark rectified
that, of course), and to be honest, it didn’t do much for me. It seemed backwards. All the
exciting aspects of the encounter between bomber and fighter were missing, and there were
no decisions to make. I don’t recall which one of us suggested it, but we wondered what
would the game be like if we turned the point of view around. Let the player control the
fighter instead of the bomber. For me, that was a moment of inspiration, the sort that makes
me want to design games.

Flipping point of view meant asking the player to attack a U.S. bomber. Unlike in a two player
war-game, in a solitaire game, the point of view can’t be split or spread around. A solitaire
format inevitably steeps the player in a specific and singular point of view, and we
immediately wondered if this was trouble. Would U.S. gamers have a problem playing the role
of a Luftwaﬀe pilot attacking a beloved B-17? Some folks avoid two player games involving
World War Two’s Russian Front, because of their knowledge of Nazi depredations. Would
flipping the point of view be equivalent to asking the player to play the role of a Nazi?
My grandfather served in the U.S. Army during the Great War, stationed in France. My father
was in the army in the 1950s, just missing the Korean conflict. Mark’s father saw active service
in the Airforce during Vietnam. His grandfather was a Seabee in World War II and wounded on
New Guinea. He has uncles who served in that same war or Vietnam. A lot of time has passed
since the Second World War, and time has the ability to alter point of view. Or, at least soften
the eﬀects of it. I doubt this game would have been possible in the 1950s, so close to the
events portrayed, at least not by a U.S. publisher. Indeed, there is no doubt that some
Luftwaﬀe pilots were committed not only to the defense of Germany but were fanatically
devoted to Hitler and all the shameful ideas his party stood for. Mark and I are not
sympathetic to Nazism, back then or in its present incarnations, but we realize some players
will not be able to see anything but Nazis in a game such as this. We understand.
In Skies Above the Reich, something remains oﬀ-stage left. It is only hinted at, but it really is at
the core of the historical situation portrayed by this game. Bombs are dropping. They are
dropping on factories and rail-yards. They are dropping on bridges and bunkers. They are
dropping on farms and houses. Even without being a target, people find themselves under
falling ordnance. Civilians are taking shelter in cellars and subway tunnels, men, women, and
children. Many of them will not survive, and pilots are needed to defend their ceiling. It is not
a soldier’s privilege to question the duty assigned to them, and that is universal. Twentieth
century militaries across the world counted on it.
By 1944, the Nazi state’s conscription dipped into high schools. and by the end of the year,
virtually every home defense flak battery were operated by its share of women. When
conscripted by the state, the conscripted has few options. A young German pilot climbing
into a Bf109 in 1944 was probably born around the time Adolf Hitler was jailed for his Munich
Putsch. That pilot endured years of propaganda. He spent half his life, the formative teenage
years, bombarded by messages from the state telling him that wolves surround Germany and
that his people’s destiny is to overcome, conquer, and occupy. It is no exaggeration to say
that by the mid-1930s, the Nazi state was not friendly to dissent. The political camps, those
sinister prototypes that would soon be expanded in pursuit of a Final Solution, were operated
to suppress dissent and weed out enemies from within. Anyone armed with knowledge of
that history can easily connect one thing to another, the young Luftwaﬀe pilots to the
atrocities.
The war was a long time ago. After so many decades, despite the point of view vested to us by
our nationality, Mark and I can manage empathy with Luftwaﬀe pilots. (Maybe it has to do
with the fact we both have children who are the same age as those young men.) Empathy is

not sympathy. Even if we can’t sympathize with Nazism and the heinous crimes it perpetrated,
we can sympathize with the dilemma of defending homes against impossible odds. Perhaps
the distance of decades allows sympathy to become complex in that way, reinforced by an
empathy for people stuck in a terrible situation. We don’t expect and certainly are in no
position to demand, that every prospective player feel the way we do. We know some will
give this game a pass, unable to accept a game that asks them to adopt the point of view of
the Luftwaﬀe.
Wargames are not mere entertainment, however, and this game is no exception. They
immerse the player in history in ways that books and other media do not. Just as a book can
be written in more than one point of view, or, just as a reader can sustain a foreign point of
view without accepting or being complicit in all that that point of view entails, Skies can
present the wargamer with a point of view they may not be accustomed to.
**

Sources
In designing the game we looked for sources that could unlock diﬃcult and elusive questions
about tactics and probabilities, and to be honest, we never found them. Not completely. On
the U.S. side of things, Roger Freeman’s books are good. Edward Jablonski too; he tells a good
story. A game changer for me was Charles McArthur’s book, Operations Analysis in the U.S.
Army 8th Airforce in WW2, because it demonstrated how shaky the data is about what
happened up there over Germany. Reports about fighters shot down by bombers could cause
considerable confusion, with multiple gunners from multiple bombers claiming kills. The
analysts understood the partiality of the data. This problem extended to what you might think
would be objective data, such as damage recorded by B-17 crews and ground crew, because
the only data they could retrieve was from bombers and crews that actually did return. A
bomber that fell out of formation and never made it back was an empty record that skews the
overall picture.
There is an instructive U.S. report compiled in 1950 by the Ballistic Research Lab, titled
“Analysis of World War II Air Combat Records.” It was informed by documents of, and
interviews with, a Luftwaﬀe operations oﬃcer whose job it had been to study film from
Bf109s and Fw190s as they shot up heavy bombers. Among other things, it confirmed the
reliability of the tail/level attack and gave hard data about range at time of burst. But, like
McArthur’s book, it also demonstrates the fuzziness of information. It oﬀers hard data, yes, but
the operations oﬃcer knew during the war that what he was looking at was limited and it
biased the data he collected. For example, the cameras were usually installed in the fighters of
the most skilled pilots, skewing data right oﬀ the bat. There were other issues as well. Fighter
pilots had only a few seconds to take in what was happening as they made their run against a
bomber, so their eye witness accounts were not as reliable as we would like.
On the Luftwaﬀe side, Galland’s books are good, written after the war, but they don’t provide
the kind of detail we want. Unit histories give more detail about tactics, but they really don’t
dwell on it. Not all are based on good sources, either. Jochen Prien’s books make it clear,
usually, about the sources he had access to, and Donald Caldwell isn’t bad either. Books such

as The JG26 War Diary, or Jagdgeschwader 3 “Udet” in World War II, for example. They deal with
operational issues more than anything, but they do give a comprehensive take on the war,
and in places, give the voice of the pilots. There are gaps in the records, since the losing side
were not committed to preserving records (just the opposite, in some cases). Abbreviated and
synthesized versions of those kind of books can be found from Osprey. They’re not bad, but
they are selective and sometimes misattribute some things. Mike Spicks books, such as
Luftwaﬀe Fighter Aces, contains many of the take-aways from the unit histories. If you poke
around the internet you can find some interesting odds and ends. For example, a manual
attributed to Galland, providing instructions to fighter pilots on how to tackle heavy bombers.
Des Jägers Schiessfibel (hunter’s shooting primer). Interesting cartoons, but makes it clear that
the best attack was on axis with the target, particularly from the rear.
Ultimately, we had to rely on common sense and our modest comprehension of physics, in
order to put all the pieces together and create reasonable probabilities and outcomes. Some
folks on BGG have remarked that the game feels more like a simulation than a game. We
tweaked things, however, in order to make a game of it. The chance of a collision is greater
here than we think the historical probability was, in order to make a more exciting game. A
“season” is represented by either six or ten missions, and yet historically, a staﬀel could fly a
fifty or more. A fifty-mission season seemed like too much of a good thing to us, so we
condensed, and in the process, we boiled away the dull moments (most of them, hopefully),
to leave players with the condensed tasty bits. Skies Above the Reich is therefore a broad stroke
treatment that represents more than it simulates.
**

